Explore the Data Inside
of FiberLocator
When executing fiber infrastructure projects, compiling
information from every carrier can be time-consuming
and daunting. Research can take hours, limiting the time
you can spend on other components of your project.
Save time with FiberLocator – a repository of
information where you can find all the fiber data you
need in one location.
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U.S. FIBER LIT BUILDINGS
Rank

Fiber Providers

1

AT&T

FiberLocator houses hundreds of fiber maps and over
a million lit buildings and thousands of data centers.
FiberLocator currently has data from over 300 unique
carriers, with over 1,600,000 carrier records!

2

Verizon

3

Spectrum Enterprise

BUT - did you know FiberLocator houses data from most
of America’s top carriers? According to Vertical System’s
most recent leaderboard, eight of the top eleven carriers
have their assets published in FiberLocator – including
AT&T, CenturyLink and Zayo! Members can see the data
from these top carriers, as well as hundreds of other
metro network and long-haul fiber providers.

4

CenturyLink

5

Comcast

6

Cox

7

Crown Castle Fiber

8

Frontier

9

Zayo

10

Altice USA

11

Windstream

With FiberLocator services, you have access to:
++ Almost 400 map layers
++ Over 1.4 million lit building unique address records
++ More than 700 unique lit building carriers
++ Close to 4,100 unique data center addresses
++ Upwards of 7,100 data center listings
++ Optional cell data with Premium Layers ⁺

FiberLocator also houses submarine cable data:
++ 725+ landing stations, located in 188 countries
++ More than 275 cables from 261 operators
++ Over 932,000 miles of cable with a total bandwidth
of 1.178 Pbps

⁺ Thanks to our partnership with Mosaik Solutions

CHALLENGE TIER (in alphabetical order)
Atlantic Broadband | Cincinnati Bell | Cleareon | Cogent
Consolidated Communication | FiberLight | FirstLight
GTT | IFN | Logix Fiber Networks | Segra
United Private Networks | Uniti Fiber
Rankings based on lit fiber at U.S. commercial building
www.verticalsystems.com
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Our data sets are always evolving, as our goal is to deliver the most up-to-date, accurate
information to FiberLocator users.
We’re constantly looking to add even more information to our platform. We encourage our
members to suggest data, and for carriers to submit their updated information.
FiberLocator is an invaluable resource guide for developing a custom fiber network, planning
data center sites, and locating on-net buildings.
FiberLocator allows users to:
++ Research fiber providers, carrier lit building locations, and data centers.
++ Save time and have increased accuracy of fiber information.
++ Create professional outputs for presentations and proposals.

Identify optimal fiber networks and get the market
intelligence you need to stay ahead of competitors!
Visit FiberLocator.com for additional information or to request a free trial.
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